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§1.

Introduction.

Let M be a complex n-dimensional connected Kaehlerian manifold covered
by a system of real coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh}, where, here and in the
sequel, the indices h, i, j, k, ..• run over the range {1, 2, •.. , 2n} and let gji,
Fih, {11t},
iV, Kkjih, Kji and K be respectively the Hermitian metric tensor, the
complex structure tensor, the Christoffel symbols formed with gji, the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to {;h i}, the curvature tensor, the Ricci
tensor and the scalar curvature of M.
A vector field vh is called a holomorphically projective (or H-projective, for
brevity) vector field [2, 3, 5, 7] if it satisfies
(1.1)

Lro{j hi} -=QjQivh-I-v kKkjih
_~, pij~ti Pi-ptFjtFih_PtFitFjh

for a certain covariant vector field pi on M, called the associated covariant
vector field of v h, where Lv denotes the operator of Lie derivation with respect
to vh. In particular, if pi is zero vector field then vh is called an afhne vector
field. When we refer in the sequel to an H-projective vector field v h, we
always mean by pi the associated covariant vector field appearing in (1.1).
Recently, the present authors [9, 10] and one of the present authors [1]
proved a series of integral inequalities in a compact Kaehlerian manifold with
constant scalar curvature admitting an H -projective vector field and then obtained
necessary and sufficient conditions for such a Kaehlerian manifold to be isometric to a complex projective space with Fubini-Study metric.
The purpose of the present paper is to continue the joint work [9,10] of
the present authors and to prove the following theorem.
THEOREMA. I f a complex n > 1 dimensional, compact, connected and simply
connected Kaehlerian manifold M with constant scalar curvature K admits a
non-affcneI- projective vector field vh, then M is isometric to a complex projective
space CPn with Fubini-Study metric and of constant holomorphic sectional cur-
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K
n(n-}--1) '
In the sequel, we need the following

vature

theorem

due to Obata [4]. (See also

[6]•)
THEOREM B. Let M be a complete, connected and simply connected Kaehlerian
manifold.
In order for M to admit a non-trivial solution cp of a system of
partial
c

differential

(1.2)

equations

ajVicoh+ 4 (2 ccjgih+cpigjh-~ ~phgji-FjiFh`~Pt-FjhFI`cot)=0

where ~oh=ah~o and Fji=Fjtgti,
c being a positive constant, it
sufficient that M is isometric to a complex projective space
Study metric and of constant holomorphic sectional curvature
We assume in this paper that Kaehlerian manifolds under
connected.

§ 2.

Preliminaries.

Let M be a complex n-dimensional
Kaehlerian
structure tensor Fih and the Hermitian metric tensor
(2.1)

FthFit=-oh,

(2.2)

ajFih=O,

manifold.
The
g ji of M satisfy

ajFih=O,

gjtFit~gtiFjt=O

and
(2.3)

gji-gtsFj`~'is=0
We have [7, 9, 10], for the curvature

tensor

Kk jih,

(2.4)

KkjitFth__KkjthFit=O,

(2.5)

Kk jih+I(k jtsFitFSh=O ,

(2.6)

Kk jitFht~Kk jthFit-- 0

and
(2.7)

Kkjih-KkjtSFitFhs=O,

where Kk jih=Kk jitgth.
Using (2.6) and the first Bianchi identity

we have

is necessary and
CPn with Fubinic.
consideration are

complex

~
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2Kk tF;t=2gutKk
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actsF;s=-2gutKkus;Fts

--2Kkts;F F88---(Kkts;-Kkst;)F
=Ktsk;Fts=Kk;tsFts

is

,

from which
Kk;tSFts=2KktF;t,

(2.8)
(2.9)

tjisF

ts-

--

;tFi

t

and
KktsriFts--KktF'ht

(2.10)

,

cc mponents
of g11 and F''= , ktFt'.
g; i being contravariant
From (2.8), we have, for the Ricci tensor K;z=K
K;tFit+KtiF;t=O,

(2.11)
(2.12)

K11-Kt5F;tFis=O,

(2.13)

KthFit-KitFth=0

and

(2.14)

Kih+KtsFitFsh=O,

where Kih=Kitgth.
A Kaehlerian

manifold

M

has

the

constant

holomor

phic

sectional

curvature

k if and only if
(2.15)

Kk •ih= k (~hg;i--~; gki-I -FkhF i~-F hFki--2Fk Fih) .

We define tensor

fields G;i and ZI;ih [9, 10] on M by

(2.16)

G=K' iiK '

2n g' i

and
(2.17)

Zk'•ih=Kkjih-

respectively.
is a constant

4n(n+l)
K

(~kg•i-~'`gki-f-FkhFi-FhFki-2Fk

If G;i=0 for n > 1 then M is a Kaehler-Einstein
and if Zk;ih=0 for n > 1 then M is of constant

tional curvature

K
n(n+1)
We easily see that the tensor

(2.18)

fields G;i and Zk;ih satisfy
G;igf i=0 ,

Z5;it=G;i ,

•Fih)
manifold

and

K

holomor p hic sec-
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Zkjih=-Zjkih,

(2.19)

Zkjih=Zihkj

and
Z kji h I Zikj h I

(2.20)
where

jik h__
-0,

Zk;ih=Zk;itgth.

The

tensor

fields

G ji and Zkjih

also

satisfy

(2.21)

G;tFit+Gt1Fjt=0,

(2.22)

Gji-Gt3F/Fis=O

(2.23)

GthFit-GitFth-v

(2.24)

Gih+GttFitFsh=O,

(2.25)

ZkjitFth-Zk jthFit=~ ,

(2.26)

Zkjih+Zk;tsFitFsh=0,

(2.27)

ZkjitFht T ZkjthFit-

(2.28)

Z kjih-kits
Z Fi tFh s--0,

(2.29)

Zk;tsFts=2GktF;t ,

(2.30)

Ztji5Fts=_GjtFit

,
,

,

and
(2.31)

ZktshFts__GktFht,

where Gih=Gitgth
If the scalar curvature
second Bianchi identity

K is a constant,

then,

QtKk jih+Q,Kz

kih+VkKjtih=0

atZk jih+QjZz

kih+QkZjlih=Q

from (2.1), (2.17) and the
,

we have
(2.32)

from which and (2.18) and (2.19),
(2.33)
A vector

QtZkjit=QkGji--a,Gki.
field uh on M is said to be contravariant

(2.34)
or equivalently
(2.35)

(ajut)Fit+(atui)Fjt=0
if
Qjui-(atus)FjtFis=O,

analytic if
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where ui=gihuh.
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A vector field uh on M is contravariant analytic if and only if

(2.36)

LuFih=O,

where Lu denotes the operator of Lie derivation with respect to uh. It is
known [7] that if M is compact then a necessary and sufficient condition for a
vector field uh on M to be contravariant analytic is that
(2.37)

QiViuh+Kihui=0

holds, where Qi=gihVh.
For an H-projective vector field vh on M defined by (1.1), we have
(2.38)

ajatvt=2(n+l)p,

and
(2.39)

QiVivh+Kihvi=0.

(2.38) shows that the associated covariant vector field p; is gradient.
(2.40)

p-- 2(n+l)
1
atvt ,

we have
(2.41)

pj=ajp

We have, for the H-projective vector field vh, from (1.1),
(2.42)

QjLvgih=2pjgih+pigjh-I-phg;i-FjiFhtpt-FjhFitpt

from which
(2.43)

QjLvgih=2p'gih-f-pith-f-ph~~-I-FjjFhtpt-I-FhjFitpt

(2.44)

Q;Lvgih=_2pjgih-

pho+F, jiF,htpt+FjhFitpt

QjLvgih=_2p;gih_

pi~;h_ phi ji+FjiFhtpt+FjhFitpt

and
(2.45)

where ph= pigih.
Substituting (1.1) into the well known formula [7, 8]
LvKkjih-QkLvf jhil -QjLvlkhi~
we find
(2.46)

LvKkjih---ak0jpi+~jQkpi
+(Fkhajpt_Fjhak

pt)Fit+(Fktvjpt-Fjtvk

from which, contracting with respect to h and k,

pt)Fih ,

Putting
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(2.47)

LvKji=--2nV jpi-2(V tps)I'j`Fj8

Suppose that an H -projective vector field v h on M is contravariant analytic.
Then, applying the operator Lv of Lie derivation with respect to vh to both
sides of (2.12), we have
LvKjz=(LvKa~)FjtFis
from which and (2.47), we see that if n>1 then ph is also contravariant analytic
and
(2.48)

L0Kji=-2(n+1)Djp~

holds.
I f a Kaehlerian manifold M is compact, then we see, from (2.39), that an
H-projective vector field vh on M is contravariant analytic or equivalently LvF/&
=0 holds and moreover if n>1 then the associated vector field ph is also contravariant analytic and (2.48) holds.
For a contravariant analytic H-projective vector field vh on a complex n > 1
dimensional Kaehlerian manifold M with constant scalar curvature K, we have
[9, 10], for the tensor field G,1,
(2.49)
where we have put
2.50

h+ K vh ( )
n
and wi=gihwh, and, for the tensor field Zkjih,
.51)

wh= n+l

1 (2
LvZkjih= 2(
n+1) {okLroGji-o; LvGki-Fkh(LvG jt)Fit+Fjh(LvG kt)Fit
--Fk t(LVGjt)Fih +Fjt(LvG kt)Fih}

§ 3. Proof of Theorem A.
In this section, we prove Theorem A. For this purpose, we need a series
of lemmas. We use freely formulas (2.1)(2.51) in the proofs of all lemmas
and Theorem A in this section.
LEMMA1 (Yano and Hiramatu [9]). If, in a compact Kaehlerian manifold
M, a non-constant function cp satisfies
(3.1)

VJQicph+ 4 (2ccJgih+~°igjh-I-~hgji-FjiFht~t-F'jhFitcpt)-0

where cph=Vhcp,c being a constant, then the constant c is necessarily positive.
PROOF. Transvecting (3.1) with gih, we have

(

)'°

2
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V5a o+(n+l)cco3=O ,
from which
c

jd V=-

1
n+l

(V a)

~d
V= nl+l

(d )2d V,

where 4=g~1V;V1, cp'=g'1co and d V denotes the volume element of M. Since
cp is a non-constant function, two inequalities
Mcojo'd V> 0,

M(~cp)2d
V> 0

hold and consequently c is necessarily positive.
LEMMA2 (Yano and Hiramatu [9]). I f a complete and simply connected
Kaehlerian manifold M with positive constant scalar curvature K admits a nonaffine H -projective vector field vh and if the vector field wh defined by (2.50) is
a Killing vector field, then M is isometric to a complex projective space CPn
K
with Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature
PROOF. We have, from (1.1),
(3.2)

Vj(Vzvh+Qhvi)-2pjgih-~ pigjh~Phgjti-F'jtiFhtpc-FjhF~tpt

If wh is a Killing vector field then
Vtiwh+VhwI=O
holds and consequently
2(n+l)V'°Z h+K2n (VIvh+Vhvi)-0,
from which and (3.2), we find
V'Vz h+

K

(2 g~hT ig'h-~- hg'i-F

tiFht t-FhFtit

t)=0 .

Thus the lemma follows from Theorem B.
REMARK. Using Lemma 1, we see that if, in Lemma 2, M is compact then
we can remove the positiveness of the scalar curvature K from the assumption.
LEMMA3 (Yano and Hiramatu [9]). For an H-projective vector field vh on
a complex n>1 dimensional compact Kaehlerian manifold M with constant scalar
curvature K, we have

(3.3)

M(Vtwt)2dV=
12M('V wi+Vz w'•)(+Vtiwj)dV

.

PROOF. By using a well known formula [7, 8] on a compact orientable
Riemannian manifold, we have
(ViVjwh+Kihwi)whdV_ M(Vtwt)2dV+12

M

(Vj wi+V2w)(Vjwi+Viwj)dV=O.
3

M

M

?4
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On the other hand, as was stated in Section 2, the associated
contravariant
analytic and hence satisfies

vector field ph is

ViViph+Kihpti=0.
Consequently (3.3) follows from (2.39), (2.50) and the above relations since K is
a constant.
LEMMA 4 (Yano and Hiramatu [9]). For an H -projective vector field vh on
a complex n>1 dimensional compact Kaehlerian manifold M with constant scalar
curvature K, we have
(3.4)

G •~ 'wed V=
1
M ' p
4(+1)

PROOF. The associated
satisfies

(V •wti-~-V
tiw ')(V'w~V iw')d

vector field p h is contravariant

V.

analytic

and hence

V V3pi+Kj2p'=0,
from which

and the equality
VzVtpt=V`Vt pi-Kjz

p'

we find
V~Vtpt=--2K,
Using the above relation,

p'.

(2.40), (2.41), (2.50) and Lemma 3, we have

K
MGj1p'wtid V= MKj2p'wid V - 2n Mptwtd V

=- 1

(V2Vtpt)wid
V- K

2 M

--

1

2n Mpt

2
M(VzVtp t)wtidV-

4n(n+l)
K

wtd

V

M(V2t)
VvtwidV

_-2(nl-f-1)
M[VjVt{(n+1)pt+
2n
Kvt wid
V
_-

2( 1
n+1)
1
4(n+1)

(ViVtwt)widV=
M

1
2(n±1)

(Vjw2+Viwj)(V'wti+V1w')dV

(Vtwt)2dV
M

.

LEMMA 5 (Yano and Hiramatu [9]). For an H-projective vector field vh on
a complex n>1 dimensional compact Kaehlerian manifold M with constant scalar
curvature K, we have
(3.5)

M(V~L roG ~z)w2d V=1 2 M(Qjwi~Viw j)(V'wti~Viw')d

V.

M
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PROOF.Integrating
aj {(LvG
ji)wi}-(ajLvG ji)wi+(LvGjilQjwi
=(ajLvG .i)wi+1(LvG i)(Qjwi+Diw')
over M and using (2.49),we have (3.5).
LEMMA6 (Yano and Hiramatu [9]). For an H-projective vector field vh on
a complexn>1 dimensionalcompactKaehlerian manifold M with constant scalar
curvature K, we have
(3.6)

gkj(LvVGji)widV= 2(nn-}-1) (V wi+Viwj)(0'w1+Viw')dV.

PROOF. Substituting (1.1) into
gkj(LvakGji)wi`-(ajLvGji)wi_gk'(Lv{ktj})Gtiwi-gkj(Lv{kti})Gjtwi,
we have
gk'(LvakGji)wi=(ajLvGji)wi-2Gji pjwi .
Integrating this over M and using Lemmas 4 and 5, we have (3.6).
LEMMA7 (Yano and Hiramatu [10]). For an H-projective vector field vh
on a complexn>1 dimensional compact Kaehlerian manifold M with constant
scalar curvature K, we have
(3.7)

(akLvZkjih)g'~whdV- n il1

M(ajwi+Qiwj)(+)d

PROOF. By using (2.51), we have
(akLvZk jih)g'~wh
1
= 2
(n+1)

{(VkLroGji)g'iw k _(QjLvG ji)wi
--Fkh(QkLvGjt)Fitg'2wh+Fjh(akL

vGkt)Fitg~~wh

--Fkt(QkLvGjt)Fing'zwh~Fjt(akL

vGkt)Fing'tiwh}.

Here we notice that
-Fkh(QkLvGjt)Fitgjiwh=-Fkh(V

/LvGjt)F'twh=0,

Fjh(V'LvGkt)Fitg'zwh=(a'LvGji)wi
-Fkt(QkLvGjt)Fing'zwh=Fjt(VlLvGtk)Fing'2wh-(a'LvGji)u'
and
Fjt(V kLvGkt)Fing'zwh=(0'LvGji)wi
hold.

Therefore

we have

V.

=
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(QkLvZka'ih)g'iwh-

Integrating

2(1n+1) {(VkLvG~ 'i)g'iwk+2(V'LvGa'i)wt}.

this over M and using (2.49) and Lemmas 3 and 5, we find

M(QkLvZk' 'ih)gjiwhd V=

1-1-1)
2(n

(QkLZ
'~'i)gjiwkd
V+2M(V~LvG
'~'i)wid
v}

M

1
= 2(n+1)
{_(LvGfj)gu1vcwtd
MV+2
M(QjLvG;i)wid
V
_

1

n+1 M(at)2d
V+M(Q'LvGji)wzd
v}
n+1

M '

LEMMA 8 (Yano and Hiramatu [10]). For an H .projective vector field vh
on a complex n>1 dimensional compact Kaehlerian
manifold M with constant
scalar curvature K, we have
(3.8)

(akLvZ' k 'ih)gjiwhd V=

3 1)

PROOF. By using Zk;ingji=Gkh

(4

+Qiw;)(+)d

V.

and

(QkZk'ih)g~~-akGkh

n-1
2n

VhK-O,

we have
(QkLvZkjih)ghiwh-

{QkLv(Zkjitgth)} g"wh
'_(QkLvZk jih)gjiwh+G

Substituting

kt(QkLvgth)w h

(2.43) into this, we find
(QkLvZkjih)gjiwh-(QkLvZk

and consequently,

integrating

(3.8).
Now we prove Theorem

jih)gjiwh+2G

jipjwi ,

this over M and using Lemmas 4 and 7, we have
A.
'

Using
kjih=QkZhijk

and
(LvZk;ih)gJi=LvGkh-Zk

jihLvg~~

we have
(QkLvZkjih)g'~wh-CokLvGkh)wh-(QkZhijk)(Lvg~i)wh--Zkjih(QkLvg'~)wh
Substituting

(2.33) and (2.45) into this, we find

.
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(V kLvzkjih)g'Zw'`=(V'LvGji)w~--(VhGij)(Lvg2t)wh
-F-(QiGhj)(Lvgji)wh~4Gjip'w2
from which, integrating

over M,

M(QkLvZkjih)g~awhd V= M(V'LvGji)w~d V _ M(V G ji)(LvgJ2)whd V

~(QjGih)(Lvg'2)whd V+4 MGji pjwid V.
Here we notice that we have, using (2.44) and (2.49),
_

M(V G ji)(Lvg11)whd v=

~G ji(V Lvg'2)whd V+

=-4
=-4

MGji pjwid V-

G ji(Lvgj2)Qtwtd V

M(LvGji)g'iatwtd

V

MGji pjwid V+2 M(atwt)2d V

and, using
n-1
2n

M(QjGih)(Lvg'~)whd V=Consequently,

V

hK=O,

Mgji(LvVJGih)whd V.

we have
M(QkLvZkjih)g~2whd V
=2

M(atwt)2d V + M(ajLvGji)wid V -

from which, using Lemmas

Mgki(LvV G ji)w~d V,

3, 5 and 6,

(V kLvZ1
k 'ih)gjiwhd V= 2(

n_}-1)

(Q'wi+Qiw

')(ajwi+aZw')d

From this and Lemma 8, we have

M(Qjwi + Yiw j)(Ojwi+Qiwj)d
from which
ajwi+Qiwj=O,

V-0,

V.
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that is, the vector
from Lemma 2.

field w h is a Killing

vector

field.

Thus,

Theorem

A follows
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